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Scottish Meet 16th to 22nd May 2008
This year the meet is at two venues. From
the 16th (Friday night) to the 18th I have
booked 12 spaces at a private bunkhouse,
The Joiners Bunkhouse,  Preston, Chathill,
Northumberland, NE67 5ES, this booking
can be extended to a maximum of 18 the
cost for this accommodation is £10 per
person per night.

From the 19th (Monday night) to the 22nd
we are at Muir Cottage, The Cairngorm
Club Hut at Inverey Grid Ref 076896. I
have booked 18 spaces and the cost for
this hut is £8 per person per night. This
hut is located close to the Linn of Dee on
the Southern side of the mountains.

The reason for this departure from the
normal week spent in one venue in
Scotland is that May is often a very
difficult month in which to arrange meets,
with the Scottish Meet, the monthly Meet
and Bank holidays all clashing. During
2007 it was particularly difficult and
although the Skye meet was reasonably
well attended the response to the monthly
May meet was non-existent and for the
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Climbing walls

Meets and events

Club members can be found at the
Amersham wall on Monday evenings from
around 7pm and Oxford Brookes wall on
Thursday evenings from about 7.30pm. If
you want more information talk to Pete
Anderson 01844 260712 (for Oxford) or
Barry Wright 01525 385211 (for
Amersham).

Green Park
Climbing on Monday evenings at Green
Park has finished for the season and will
be resumed in Spring 2008, starting on
Monday 31st March and running until
Monday 20th October.

For more details contact Bob Lee on 
01296 651308, 07718 585106,
or lee.bob@tesco.net

http://www.acc.org.uk 
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first time that I can remember we had to
cancel the meet completely. For more
information see page 6. 

John King

The Christmas dinner
Thanks very much to Claire for organising
the evening. It was a very well attended
sociable night. Barry rounded off the
evening by presenting the awards (details
inside) and nominated himself for one
next year by leaving the main one at
home. The collection made in lieu of
Christmas cards to each other raised £150
(plus gift aid) and has been sent to the
Wasdale Mountain Rescue Team.

Update your climbing skills
The club is running an informal training
day at Green Park aimed at all club
climbers (for insurance purposes only
paid up club members can attend), from
complete beginners to others who have
been climbing for decades.

It provides an opportunity to improve
your climbing skills with up to date
instruction and will include belaying,

abseil and self rescue techniques.

It is provisionally booked for Saturday 26th
April 2008, 10am to 4pm. The cost including
the hire of Green Park for the day is
estimated to be around £30 per head.

We are using MIC certified instructors
from http://www.mountain-activities.co.uk

If you are interested contact Peter Collins.

Climb magazine online
Try out Climb magazine’s new-look
website. Loads of new stuff, an archive of
classic articles from past High, On The
Edge and Climb magazines. For the Big
Issues of the day there are links to the
current issue and the Bulletin Board for
additional material that can’t be found in
the magazine. Plus you can read excerpts
from selected features before you buy the
magazine to read the full article. Mountain
INFO is going online and you will also be
able to view photos and videos in the
‘Exposure’ section soon. And it’s never
been easier to subscribe to Climb with a
couple of clicks and a credit card.
http://www.climbmagazine.com

Club members are also active most weekends. Day trips are made to areas such as the Peak District, Wye Valley or South coast. Bank
holiday weekends are not formally arranged. Destinations, accommodation and transport are arranged by individual members. The best way
to find out what the plans are is to come along to the Broad Leys public house in Aylesbury on Monday nights or to the climbing walls.

2008

Jan 11-13 Dunmail Raise Lakes NY 330 111
Feb 8-10 Tan-y-Garth, Capel Curig North Wales SH 736 567
March 7-9 High Moss, Duddon Valley Lakes SB 237 967

21-24 Easter
April 18-20 Whillans Hut The Roaches SK 007 622
May Mon 5 Bank holiday

16-18 Joiners Shop Bunkhouse, Preston Northumberland NU 181 254
19-23 Muir Cottage, Inverey, Braemar Scotland NO 076 896
Mon 26 Bank holiday

June 20-22 Little Langdale Cottage Lakes NY 315 030
July 11-13 Caseg Fraith North Wales SH 685 601
August TBA Camping meet

Mon 25 Bank holiday
Sept 12-14 Dinner Meet, Dalesbridge Yorkshire SD 762 676
Oct 17-19 Bryn Golau, Dinas Mawddwy Mid Wales SH 858 148
Nov Sun 2 Chiltern Chase Albury SP 965 126

14-16 High House, Borrowdale Lakes NY 235 119
Dec Mon 15 Christmas dinner

mailto:bob@tesco.net
http://www.acc.org.uk
http://www.mountain-activities.co.uk
http://www.climbmagazine.com
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This year we had awards for running,
falling, forgetting and a few other things.
There was a bit a theme to the awards
and a small number of names kept
cropping up.

To Jenny Walker for Cooking the
Books - a bottle of virgin olive oil
It could have been a cooking award or it
could have been for attempting to destroy
evidence. Whatever category it came
under, Jenny got this for attempting to
embalm the club logbook by soaking it in
cooking oil. I don’t know what sort of oil
she used but the writing is disappearing
and it’s starting to smell quite nasty.

To Bob Lee for Humpty Dumpty
impersonations - a cushion 
We visit all sorts of huts around the
country – some of them are better than
others and some of them present certain
dangers for the unwary. Some have very
steep stairs like Caseg Fraith, others have
very high triple bunks like the George
Starkey – both of which can catch out the
unwary after too many beers. In 2007 we
had a meet at a lovely hut in Coniston,
which should also have had some warning
signs. Bob insists he wasn’t still drunk
from the night before, but one minute he
was loading things in the back of his car
and the next he had disappeared having
fallen backwards off the wall surrounding
the car park. Luckily his rucksack broke
his fall and there was no lasting damage.
So Bob got a nice soft cushion to break
his fall more comfortably.

To Mick Barnes - The POINT Award
This award was actually related to
climbing. Earlier in the year, a small party
went off to Spain to do a bit of hot
rocking. In fact, this trip seems to feature
in more than one award so I suspect there
was a bit of sun and sangria involved. A
certain person who hasn’t been leading
for long was on his way up a nice little
route when he decided to come back
down the quick way passing through a
small tree on the way down, but he
denies all knowledge of this. In fact,
despite emulating Eddie the Eagle for
quite a long distance, he got right back on
the rock and completed the route. So
Mick deserves this for being the ‘Person
Observed IN Tree’.

To Paul Nurse, Diccon Proctor and
Paul Day, for the longest walk in - 
A can of Coke
In July a band of 3 intrepid climbers set
off from Chamonix for the four hours walk
up the Mer de Glace glacier to the Requin
hut to do the East face of the Dent du
Requin. The problem was that when they
got there the warden told them that
although the route was climbable the
normal abseil descent was off limits as the
belay ledges were covered in fresh snow,
and the PD ordinary route off the back
was also off limits as the drop down on to
the glacier was now 100 metres lower

than it should be due to the effects of
global warming! So after only a 15-minute
stop to quench their thirst they retraced
their steps running all the way back down
the glacier in just two hours in order not
to miss the last mountain train home.
Apparently no-one had ever seen Paul
Nurse go so quickly (I believe he was
quite keen not to miss the last train like he
had the year before). This must have been
the longest walk-in just for a can of coke!

To Mike Padmore - for forgetfulness
a handkerchief with a knot
Back to Spain again (so sangria was
possibly the real reason for the award.
We’ve had more new members join the
club in 2007 than any other year that I
can remember so it was only fair that one
of them got an award. I’m told there are
some very nice multi-pitch sports routes
there and in this case the leader nicely
completed the first pitch and then brought
Mike up to the stance. The leader was
looking forward to carrying on with the
2nd pitch but there was a bit of a problem
– all of the quickdraws were still in-situ
on the 1st pitch.

To Paul Nurse and Diccon Proctor for
forgetfulness - a pre-packed sandwich
On the last day of the Chamonix trip
Diccon carefully prepared sandwiches and
a packed lunch with what they had left in
the fridge to save having to buy over-
priced Swiss grub at Geneva airport. A
little later, someone casually asked
“where’s that bag with the lunch?” and the
reply from Paul was “Oh bugger I’ve
thrown it away in the town communal
bin”. Now most people would think that
would be the end of their lunch especially
as these bins are fairly large contraptions
– about 8ft wide and 15ft deep right. But
not for our intrepid band of hungry
travellers. They used teamwork – and a
long broom. I’ve no idea where they
found the broom but apparently one man
held open the lid while another fished out
the bag with the broom, and then they all
walked casually off down the high street
like its an everyday occurrence! Luckily
they’d managed to fish out the right bag!

To Richard Andrews, for lightweight
travel - a miniature quickdraw
Spain and quickdraws again! Before they
left the UK, Richard asked for advice on
what gear to take and Pete suggested he
would only need to take a light rack. The
trouble was that he took this too literally
and turned up in Alicante with a very
stripped down sports rack of just a couple
of quickdraws?

To Diccon Proctor, for stitching
people up - a sewing kit
Somebody spilled the beans on the
Chamonix trip and for that he deserves
an award as well. It could have been for
his exploits at Tremadog in April. He was
so pleased with his anchor when he was
leading Meshach, that I’m told he

shouted down to Paul Nurse “I’ve got
two bomber nuts and a large spike” but
that’s just bragging!

To Jenny Walker, for wishful thinking
- a photo on The Cioch
Taking us full circle back to Jenny again.
At some point in her past Jenny made it
known on Skye that she had an ambition
to do something on The Cioch involving a
young virgin. In 2007, that ambition was
nearly realised as we had a great week on
Skye and there was an unsuspecting
young man there. We even managed to
get him up to The Cioch. I suspect he
wasn’t a virgin but we managed to get
him ready for the sacrifice. The only thing
missing was Jenny!

To Sally Woodbridge for the Best
Newsletter Article - a bottle of wine
Finally on a more serious note. Sally’s
article from the July issue was a diary of
her trip to the Himalayas to climb the
6,800m Ama Dablam. It was a great
record of the physical and mental trials of
the journey, including the views of the
mountain, the difficulties of being at such
an altitude and of peeing on her
bootlaces! It came across as a great
experience and a very enjoyable read.

To Moira Gainey for producing the
calendars - a bottle of wine
The calendars are a great reminder of the
wide variety of things club members get
up to each year and a lot of work goes
into producing it.

To Pam Trill The Reg Monks Award
This is awarded each year to a club
member who the committee believes
embodies the spirit of the club. This is
something that is quite hard to define but
I think we all recognize it when we see it.
This year we have chosen someone who
is an inspiration to everyone – there can’t
be many 72 year old grandmothers who
still climbing regularly and even go hot
rocking in Spain. We hope she continues
to do so for many years to come. 

ACC annual awards - December 2007



Our trusty Chairman has done his best to turn this into a ten minute
interview and squeeze in as many words as possible in a vain attempt to
fill up all the allotted space and thus prevent a dodgey picture from
appearing...ha!.

How did you become interested in the outdoors?
It started many many years ago when we used to go camping in Wales for
family holidays. Then in my 20’s I used to go to the Lakes almost every
weekend to go skydiving and if the weather was too wet or windy (which
was fairly often) I’d head off into the mountains instead. But I didn’t get
involved in climbing until many years later when the children were very
young and started going to indoor walls. At that point I thought I’d better
learn what it was all about and the rest as they say, is history…

I am currently planning...
How I can squeeze everything I want to do into just 4 weeks holiday
each year. I love experiencing new things and I’m starting to like the idea
of doing some long distance treks but haven’t got as far as the ‘where’ or
‘when’ yet. The problem is that I am renowned for not planning anything
more than a few days, or at best a few weeks, in advance.

Top tip for a painfree holiday...
Don’t plan too many things in advance and then just enjoy things as they
happen. And, of course, plenty of Ibruprofen tablets!

My best day out in the UK was...
On the Cuillin Ridge on Skye with Claire and Di. It started with us waking
up after the 1st night bivvy to a wonderful view of the whole ridge in
clear blue sky with total cloud cover about 500 feet below. It was a
privilege to be in such an awe inspiring place with good friends and
fantastic weather.

And holiday abroad?
It’s hopefully going to happen in the future as there are still lots of places I
want to visit and things I’d like to do that are waiting until funds and time
are available. But, of all the holidays I’ve had abroad so far I think the best
one has to be two weeks touring California, which included spending
Christmas in a log cabin in Yosemite followed a few days later by a flight
through the Grand Canyon which was surrounded by deep snow.

The kit I always take away (apart from essentials)...
Ibruprofen and a spare set of car keys.

What have you learnt from your travels?
That it doesn’t matter how good you think your pronunciation is the
French always pretend they can’t understand you.

With £200 to spend and a long weekend I would...
I know it’s a bit of a corny answer, but I would combine it with a club
trip to the Lakes, preferably in the winter with snow on the ground, and
then throw a party on the Saturday night because that would mean that I
would be in a place that I love, with people that I love to be with.

I have always wanted to visit...
There are too many places to list
but one place that has always
stuck in my mind is the Arctic.
Having flown over it many times I
would love to experience it close
up and see if it is as beautiful and
as dangerous close up as it looks
from the air.

In a nutshell my philosophy is...
There is something in my genes
that means I enjoy taking risks,
pushing my limits and not
worrying too much about
consequences. This has given me
some great experiences and
memories. So my philosophy is be
prepared to take risks, have
confidence in your own abilities
and never take life too seriously.3

The 5 minute interview -
BBarrarry Wrighty Wright

Of 2nd November 2007 

Present
Claire Guy, Barry Wright, Bob Lee,
Kay King, John King, Moira Gainey, 
Pete Collins.

Outstanding actions from the AGM
One action was to review the level of donations and
affiliations, this was again deferred to the next meeting.

Meets
No further bookings have been made since the last meeting.

John did visit the Dalesbridge centre which is the
proposed venue for the ’08 dinner meet. Based on
John’s report we decided to book 24 places in the
bunkhouse accommodation for now. They have B&B
and also a campsite. We can also get exclusive use of
the bar for an additional fee and we decided to take this
up. The date was set for 12/14 September.

Booking needs a letter of intent now and deposit in March.

Newsletter
The next edition will be out in time for John to promote
the December Swanage meet.

Social Events
The Christmas dinner will be at the Broad Leys. We
have booked 40 places and so far 15 people have paid
a deposit. The price is £19.95 which includes coffee but
not a tip.

Slide show – this will have to wait until Feb 2008 when
the squash club is available again since we couldn’t find
another suitable venue.

Belaying and self rescue course. Peter has booked this
for 26th April with Mountain Activities providing the
instruction. Cost should be approximately £30 each. Bob
to book the Green Park wall for this date.

Finance
The club’s incoming and expenditure were reviewed
and it was agreed to propose at the AGM a subscription
for next year of £25 with a £5 discount for payment
before 1st June.

Membership
A total of 94 adults and children are on the BMC’s
books through the club.

Pete has spoken with the BMC concerning the club’s
policy on children at meets and he is happy that we
comply with BMC guidelines in this area.

Barry to put a link to the BMC Child Protection Policy
on Yahoo and the website

Green Park
Bob gave the attendance figures for the last three years -
2005 - 101 people - paid £393
2006 - 134 people - paid £536
2007 - 209 people - paid £1045

The wall has already been booked for next year with
the first date being 31st March and the last date being
20th October.

AOB
The BMC “Guidance to Clubs” notes were reviewed.
The club generally follows these well but two areas
were of concern, these were duty of care and the
participation statement, Barry to talk to the BMC for
clarification on these.

Next Meeting
Friday 18th January, 8.00pm at Peter’s.

Summary of
committee meeting     Bob Lee
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The Jay Air Vingt ~ The GR20 Corsican high level route

Day 1 - Calvi to Refuge de l’Ortu di u
Piobbu. 7.5 miles.
We arrived in Calvi at 9ish, then
negotiated with the taxi man to drop a
change of clothes at the hotel Mariana we
had booked in Calvi for the last night
before taking us about 20km to
Calanzena, the official start of the route.
This is an ideal start, and meant we could
do the first day immediately. After
stocking up with water, a baguette
strapped to the rucksack, some cheese
and a camping gaz canister we set off. It
was odd starting those first steps into the
unknown, complete naivity as to what lay
ahead. The drawback was we started at
11.00 knowing we had the heat or the day
ahead of us as we gained continuous
height. We walked for a few hours
through gentle but lovely scenery and
then had lunch looking back to where we
had come from, seeing the airstrip we had
landed at that morning. From then on it
was a slog up to a Bocca (there were
many of those) which heralded 3 more
hours to the hut. The mist was rolling in,
we were completely alone and we really
didn’t know what was ahead, but the red
and white flashes gave us complete
confidence as we continued without the
thought or need for a map. The refuge de
l’Ortu di u Piobbu appeared suddenly at
6.45pm but very welcome. Immediately
into the French, very little English is
spoken, where the guardian was glad we
had a tent as they were booked up. We
pitched our tents, the first time of many,
had a meal in the refuge of pasta with
pesto and cake, before settling for the
night. A very brave Pat managed a cold
shower but claimed it was worth it.

I did this trip with Pat, a colleague from
work. We discovered one day that we
were both really keen to do the GR20 and
without much further thought decided we
should plan it. Two weekends walking
together was enough for us to be happy
that this could work.

Day 2 - Piobbu to Refuge de Carozzu. 
5 miles.
Tents packed, last night’s cake for
breakfast and we set off by 7.00 on a very
pleasant beginning to the day that
gradually opened up bigger and better
views until we reached the Bocca Piccaia
with the most stunning scenery of the trip
for me. We rested and tried to take it in
before a few hours of up and down and
dodging in and out of the ridge ahead. A
relaxed warm lunch stop and getting used
to seeing regular walkers with the good
old “bonjour” tripping off the tongue.
Three Belgian lads told us they had done
the coast to coast and abandoned it at day
10 due to continuous rain!. 
It was a good day but contained the

award for worst descent, a hot, dusty
steep continuous knee wrenching
downhill until we reached the Refuge
Carozzu where we found a pretty
campsite in the woods, and met up with
Max and Sue, a lovely Aussie couple with
whom we had shared stories with earlier.

Day 3 - Carozzu to Haut Asco. 
3.75 miles.
The sun was not around for much of day
3 with mist over the highest areas. There
were enough people around not to worry,
and after another varied day over the
delightful Spaismata slabs, a long walk up
to gain our highest point of around 2000m
and then a fairly steep descent to our first
hotel luxury to regroup, we washed some
clothes, had a hot shower and planned an
early start the next morning for our first
longer day. 

We had 2 days to save from the 15 stages
that the guidebook describes and we
decided in the first week to do 2 one and
a half stages, day 4 being the first of these.

Day 4 - Haut Asco to Refuge de
Ciottulu di Mori. 10 miles.
It was good therefore to be able to pack
and leave at 6am with the headtorches to
be first into the Cirque de la Solitude, the
one stage often mentioned as the most
challenging. It is no more than a
continuous scramble descent followed by
an enjoyable rocky ascent on the other
side. There are chains to assist but
nothing harder than classic Welsh ridges,
just completely committing. Once out, and
before midday we walked down to the
Refuge Tighjettu, had an omelette and
some tea, then set off past the Refuge de
Vallone to complete the first half of the
following day. We stayed that night at
Refuge di Mori, in a fabulous high spot in
the mountains with stunning views as the
sun was setting and rising in the morning.
Happy not to get the tents up we stayed
in the refuge with the luxury of half the
top level to ourselves. 

Day 5 - Mori to Refuge Manganu. 
15.5 miles.
The next morning and now getting into
our stride, we left the hut to start the day

on a gentle descent taking us (sadly too
early) past some glorious rock pools. We
walked through valleys and forests, lakes
and wooded paths, completed that stage
at Castel di Vergio and carried on through
to the next bringing us to the Refuge
Manganu. Another lovely site, and met up
with 2 young Kiwi lads who very kindly
showed us to a camping spot it seemed
others had overlooked, it was only polite
to share our bottle of wine with them.

Day 6 - Manganu to Refuge de Petra
Piana. 6 miles.
The next stage was another highlight
which is sounding repetitive but it is as if
every day was a perfect day out on rocky
scrambling ridges and paths and we were
doing this day after day with a goal in
sight to complete the whole route from
beginning to end. The putting up of the
tents, sorting out, doing without creature
comforts was really all part of an
incredible experience travelling through
such a beautiful country. We stayed high
for most of the day, mainly on rock and
high plateau. It was a stage in retrospect
which if linked to the next stage using the
high level option could have easily saved
us a day. We chose not to due to the lure
of rock pools and a stop at The Bergerie
du Tolla the following day on the low
level classic route.

Day 7 - Piana to Refuge de l’Onda. 
6.75 miles.
However, we managed to miss the rock
pools and the Bergerie was closed, but
we had an equally relaxing day before the
final pull up to the Refuge. We spent a
lovely restful evening at the little camp
site, used one of our meals, drank wine
and chatted into the evening. A German
guy, who we first met at Manganu, would
always pitch up a bit later than us looking
completely exhausted but we were always
pleased to see him (motherly instincts!)
we didn’t know his name but he was
affectionately referred to as Herman. 

Day 8 - L’Onda to Vizzavona. 6 miles.
Another relatively easy but fabulous
sunny day up a long rocky ridge for 2 or
3 hours to the col then a delightful

Squatty toilets, cold showers and carrying all our kit over 13 days might not sound the ingredients for a long awaited
holiday. However, added to ever changing stunning scenery, physically challenging days, easier “rest” days and the lure
of 2 hotels en route with hot showers and proper toilets, this trip was one to remember for a long time and was far
better than either of us expected. 
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descent through the valley then led to
Vizzavona, the halfway mark where we
stayed in an exquisite, very French, family
run hotel, the Monte d’Oro 3km north of
the village with the subtle reason of
cutting out some of the uphill at the start
of the following day which was going to
be a double stage. 

Day 9 - Vizzavona to Bocca di Verdi.
18.75 miles.
We left at 6.30 am and 10 or 11 hours
later arrived at the Bocca di Verdi Refuge,
privately owned with a very nice
welcome from the guardian and a log fire.
The double stage, although 30km (18
miles), was largely on good paths on the
same level traversing the wooded hillside
lending itself to a steady pace. We went
for the option of using one of his tents
already pitched rather than putting our
own up for only 2 Euros more. This is
quite common which means that when
the Refuge is full people have the option
of using a tent without having to carry
their own. A hot shower immediately
made him our best friend! We were quite
fickle by this stage.

Herman turned up later which meant he
too had doubled the stage. It was at this
point that we met the 3 Yorkshire guys
who were to figure in the trip to the end.

So, at this stage we were at the end our
day 9, the official stage 11 and could now
relax knowing we just needed to stay to
the planned stages and we would be on
target. Herman was still not saying much,
but pleased I think to be seeing familiar
faces as his trip progressed. His boots had
split between the sole and the upper and
he was not very happy. We were still
concerned that he never seemed to eat a
substantial meal and only had chocolate
for breakfast. 

Day 10 - Verdi to Refuge D’Usciolu. 
10 miles.
The following day, proved to be a long
stage with ever changing scenery and
physically demanding. We had very high
winds for most of the day, but the sun still
shone, we felt fine (although I was a bit
grumpy – relatively!) fabulous views, again
down to the sea. Surprisingly terrain was
still rocky and challenging with long ridge
walks. Out of the wind it was one of our
hottest days which deserved a long lunch.
There was a feeling of achievement at the
end of the day finishing on a high deserted
plateau with the mist swirling around us
and very grateful to see the hut nestled in
a hollow buzzing with voices. The lads
were there already (except Herman) and
we were met with the offer of beers. Once
the necessary evils were dealt with, smelly
toilet, cold shower and washing we
enjoyed a good meal and an early night.
Exceptionally windy though and I thought
my tent was going to blow away which
meant getting up to secure it even more. 

We took a Terra Nova Laser (1.3kg) and a
Vau De hooped bivvy, 95g, (which
generated a reasonable amount of

discussion) the reason for this choice was
weight, the combined weight was less
than Pat’s 2 man tent, but also it allowed
a certain amount of time on our own as
we alternated the accommodation choice
each night, the 1 man laser being
complete luxury!

Day 11 - Usciolu to Refuge d’Asinau.
10.5 miles.
Now feeling the end was in sight, the start
of the day was beautiful, another sunny
crisp morning with a long ridge to start the
day. We soon came down into beech
woods and ground and views not
dissimilar to Moel Hebog in Snowdonia.
The later days although not so challenging
as far as the ground is concerned, make
up for it in longer stages. A long steady
ascent over Monte Alcudina and more
wonderful views soon took us to a rocky
slabby descent to our hut. Camping spots
were short and I am sure our end to end
pitches were on a footpath!

Day 12 - Asinau to Refuge D’l Paliri.
7 miles.
We decided to go for the high level
option the following day, which was
shorter but more ascent. It was by far the
best decision. The ground was fine,
consistent scrambling with established
high level paths. there was one chain on
an exposed boulder but otherwise a
stunning section around the Aiguilles de
Bavella, a honey pot for climbers as it is
reasonably accessible from the road. This
area is perched out on its own so again
lent itself to great views. Care needs to be
taken on following the path, but soon we
were sipping beers and another lunchtime
omelette. For once we were the first
down, so the beers were on us when the
boys arrived about an hour later. The
stage ends here but we all went on 2
hours to the next hut Refuge D’l Paliri,
another good call as it was our last
opportunity to enjoy the high camping
with lots of space and tranquillity before
our last day. The walking was relaxed and
enjoyable mainly gaining height through
forest then dropping into another valley
to the hut. We had a last supper literally
pooling all the food we had
(including the Yorkshire
boys, Herman too
exhausted to join us) into
one big risotto, washed
down with wine carried
from the village.

Day 13 - Paliri to Conca.
10 miles.
The following morning
there was some
ceremonious binning going
on of kit no longer needed.
My inner bag was now in
tatters, Phil’s socks went in,
but Herman’s boots had
one more day to go (they
were falling apart).

So, the last day. It was
quite odd thinking this
would be the last time we

packed up, but it was through different
terrain again, relaxed, warm and we felt
good. Coming through a definite gap in
the rocks you can finally see Conca, the
official end, and the sea beyond. Phil,
Steve, Pat and I all walked down the final
section together and once on the road
even managed to all skip down the road
and into the first bar where we met Brian
(Steve’s uncle) who was an hour or so in
front of us.

All over. Feelings of great achievement
and satisfaction and we were pleased to
share it especially as Herman came round
the corner to join us. We went a bit
further to the Gite and booked the taxi to
Porto Vecchio where we found
accommodation, had a long awaited bath
and off into town to share a meal with all
the boys on a terrace overlooking the sea.
Herman (real name Joachim) made up for
not eating during the trip!

The following day we picked up the
prebooked hire car and had a leisurely
drive up the east coast via the beach and
Corte reaching Calvi at 7.30pm. We flew
back on the following day and still talk
now of how wonderful and perfect these
two weeks had been.

Gear – in 45l Berghaus Arete
Rucksack. It was all used!
Tents – a Terra Nova Laser and Vau De
hooped bivvi.
Mid length thermarest.
2 season down sleeping bag.
Pocket rocket stove with one camping
Gas cylinder and canister converter.
One pan, plastic mug, cutlery.
Lightweight trainers.
Firefly ME lightweight waterproof jacket.
Down waistcoat.
1 pair lightweight trousers, 1 pair shorts.
2 short sleeved shirts.
Sun peaked cap, sunglasses.
Lightweight long sleeved thermal.
2 pairs of new socks.
1.5l platypus.
2 pairs underwear (should have had 3!) 
Some snacks, dried fruit nuts.
2 dehydrated meals.

Claire Guy
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Now I have to admit I am biased but I
reckon that the southern section of the
Cairngorms is one of the best areas for
mountaineering and walking in the UK. I go
up there every year in both summer and
winter. Not only do you have some of the
highest mountains in the country but there
is mountain biking, red deer, golden eagles,
and ptarmigan as well, not forgetting
whiskey, heather, salmon fishing and
royalty. OK so there are a few downsides;
the long walk in, the dreaded Cairngorm
boulder fields and heather (again). Some
people worry about the midges but I don’t
find them a major hazard as its usually too
windy for them. The southern Cairngorms
are a wonderful place to get away from the
crowds at any time of year.

General
The main road is the A93 that runs
between through Glen Shee to Braemar
and on to Aberdeen. Braemar is a nice
village maintaining its traditional image
but with most things that the tourist
requires. There are good shops (by Royal
Warrant), a couple of hotels and a gear
shop that also hires mountain bikes.
There are also plenty of cafes and
restaurants. Remember this is Scotland so
don’t expect the beer to be wonderful.

The road to the hut at Inverey runs
through the village and onto the Linn of
Dee where the main access to the
mountains is found. The car park at the
Linn of Dee is a National Trust one so
bring your NT cards otherwise it’s a
couple of pounds per visit. Use this car
park for access to Glen Derry, Ben
Macdui and the Lairig Ghru as well.

Going towards Aberdeen the next point of
interest is the Bridge of Dee, a lovely old
bridge now replaced by a modern bridge.
There is a car park here (£2.00 a visit) and
a toilet. This is a useful access point for
Beinn a Bhuird and Ben Avon and for
climbing Squareface and Mitre Ridge.
There is nice walking in the forests on the
south of the Dee here too.

You now head for Balmoral (lots of
tourists) but the Lochnagar distillery is

also to be found here and is well worth a
visit. It is possible to walking around the
Balmoral estate from here.

The next village down the valley is
Ballater, where I have my timeshare. This
is a quiet village with shops, hotels and a
good bike hire shop. I must recommend
the butchers (Sheridan’s) for its venison
burgers. You have to go across bridge over
the Dee to get to Glen Muick, Lochnagar
and Creag Dubh Loch. The car park at the
Spittal of Glen Muick costs £2 a visit. There
is a road over the mountains to Aviemore
via Tomintoul from Ballater.

Walking
Most of the walks are on the long side but
there are several short walks suitable for a
half day or a rest day. I’ll list a few of my
favourites but really you can walk just
about anywhere if you are prepared for
trackless hillside and heather bashing. A
mountain bike is, I believe, essential as
the land drover tracks provide easy biking
into the heart of the Cairngorms. There
are at least 31 Munros that can be
ascended from this side of the Cairngorms
but with a little ingenuity and perhaps an
overnight stop or two even those above
Aviemore can be climbed.

Based on the Linn of Dee
There are many options available from
Derry Lodge (about 3 miles from the car
park by Landrover track). Derry Cairngorm,
Ben Macdui and Carn Mhaim make an
interesting combination and can be linked in
any number of ways. Further in is a
wonderful circular walk starting from Derry
Lodge and going up the Lairig into the vast
corries of Braeriach before finding your way
to the plateau between the falls of Dee and
the summit of Braeriach. You can then
follow the rim of the corrie to the top before
retracing your steps to Sgor an Lochain
Uaine and Cairn Toul, not forgetting to
include The Devil’s Point before descending
to The Lairig.  Most of this circuit is at over
1000m. South of here can be found two big
munros that are not often visited, Beinn
Bhrotain and Monadh Mor. Other munros
accessible from here include the isolated

ones found above Geldie Lodge (13km of
bike riding to get to them). 

Inverey
For those who like heather rounded munros
Glen Eye has a few that will test your
navigational skills in the mist. Bike up the
Altanour Lodge where I spent a night a few
years ago and walk from there. A beautiful
spot where you can be assured of solitude.

Glen Callater
Just south of Braemar this glen gives
access to more heathery munros.

Kelioch
This car park gives access to the long walk
into Beinn a Bhuird and Ben Avon. These
two make a tremendous days walking
circling the rim of the three giant corries of
Beinn a Bhuird before visiting the granite
tors covering the plateau of Ben Avon.
Again the mountain bike proves handy here.

Glen Muick
Glen Muick is about 25 miles from
Braemar but is a must as the walking is
tremendous. Lochnagar is quite
straightforward but the walk around the
corrie rim is wonderful and the views of
the valley of the Dee are amazing (when
you can see them). But it is possible to
walk all around the glen by going on over
The Stuic, Carn an t Sagairt Beag, Cairn
Bannoch and Broad Cairn before
returning to the carpark by walking along
the south side of the loch.

Short walks
From the far end of the Linn of Dee road
there is a car park and a pleasant walk up
the Glen Quoich gives nice views of
Beinn a Bhuird and a chance to walk
amongst the Caledonian pine trees.

Morrone is a sub-munro that is just south
of Braemar that gives an easy walk to the
summit where great views can be had of
the higher mountains.

The woods south of the Bridge over the
Dee at Keiloch gives pleasant walking on
wet days.

The Glen Shee mountains can also be
climbed in an afternoon.

Welcome to Deeside                                                                      Bill Russell

Scottish meet ~ 16th - 22nd May 2008                             John King
The way that I envisage this year’s meet working as follows. Members can chose to just go for a long weekend to Northumberland, a
new venue with exciting climbing and fresh walking. If you leave early Friday morning you can be on the crag by early afternoon,
have all day Saturday and Sunday and leave the bunkhouse Monday, go climbing for a while and then either drive home or up to
Braemar arriving in the evening. If you choose to go on to the Cairngorms you will arrive Monday evening, have Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday out on the hill. Unfortunately we have to leave the hut on Friday morning as the owning club want it for the
Bank holiday weekend but there is the individual option for either booking into a private bunkhouse in Braemar or camping for a
few further nights, if you want to stay over a few more days and make the best of the Bank holiday weekend that follows. So the
intention is to try and provide flexibility, to allow as wide a section of the club as possible to get out during the month of May
whatever commitments you have. So, you can mix and match. If want to be inspired to carry on with the meet and go to Muir
Cottage just read Bill’s article which sets out what is on offer in the area, you won’t want to come back.

For those of you unfamiliar with Northumberland it’s a lovely place. I have climbed at Bowden Doors, Berryhill and Kyloe and the
routes are top quality, intricate and steep. Speak to Peter Collins if you want more glowing reports. There is a Northumberland
Mountaineering Club guide book recently published and Rock fax are due to release a guide in early 2008 which covers this area as
well. For the walkers in the club the Cheviots are wild and remote and there are quite stunning coastlines with offshore islands,
Lindisfarne for instance and castles, boat trips and bird watching for those lazy/rest/wet days.

Contact me with regard to bookings. I will require a non returnable deposit of £15 for the Northumberland section of the meet and
£20 for the Cairngorms.
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Dinner Meet, Llanrwst, N Wales
21st-23rd September ’07
Apparently a very successful weekend,
with a meal at The Tannery Bistro
followed by a lecture from Tim Bird, a
guide working with Jagged Globe.
Rumour has it that it was an active
weekend although very little has been
reported. Saturday was cloudy, blowy and
spitting. Mike Erwood and Jane Atkin
went up the Eigau valley and walked
along Clogwyn Maldy to Foel Grach.
Jenny Walker, Val Lum and Petra Brown
did the Eigau horseshoe and Paul Turton,
Paul Nurse and Pete Anderson climbed at
Amphitheatre Buttress. On Sunday Mike,
Jane, Val and Petra did a circuit around
Llyns Gelrionydd and Crafnant.

Costa Blanca, Spain
October ’07

Bob Lee, Pam Trill, Richard Andrews,
Mick Barnes, John King, Lyn Griffiths,
Mike Padmore and Peter Collins.
Another trip to the sunny crags of the
Costa Blanca. The rain in Spain definitely
does not fall mainly on the plain, for two
days it rained torrentially on us. But in
between we had perfect weather, so a fair
amount of cragging done at Marin, Forada
and Sella, At Sella we did the classic
multipitch wall climb Marion (V+). Mick
will remember Sella as it was here he
took a twenty footer narrowly missing a
tree, but ignoring our advice to come
back down, bravely carried on to
complete route.

Bosigran, Cornwall
12th-14th October ’07

Tim, Jez, Nick L, Peter A, Geoff, Diccon,
Barry, Jonathon, Val, Catherine, Becca.

2 days of good weather saw everyone at
Sennen on the Saturday and at Bosigran
on Sunday. Val and Jonathon were
dropped off at Cape Cornwall and walked
along the cost path to Sennen for lunch
and then pottered to Land’s End after
Val’s ‘token’ climb. Rock virgins Tim and
Jez were introduced to the delights of cliff
climbing and multi-pitch routes. Becca
tackled a number of climbs including the
3-pitch HVD Andrew and succeeded on
all of them despite never having climbed
before. The weekend was made even
more special for a few fans as they were
able to watch England beat France in the
rugby semi-final on the Saturday night. 

On the Sunday various climbs were done
at Bosigran ending with Barry adding
another one to his list of favourites when
he and Diccon did Little Brown Jug. Val
did a solo walk from Bosigran past
Pendeen to the tin mine and back across
the moors taking in all of the ‘peaks’ and
ending with a cream-tea. 

Robertson Lamb, Langdale, Lakes
9th-11th November ’07
No meet report - again! But we do have a
message from Nick Lovell -

A very big thank you to everyone who was
at The Lakes meet and for making my
birthday weekend so much fun. Being fifty
and indeed 'Nifty', does not hinder
attempts at doing mountain walk pub
crawls! Great suggestion Ian, thanks to all
who joined in. Claire, I miss my sample
hip replacement already. It made me
realise that size really doesn't matter!
Barry, the climbing shoes will soon be
winging their way off to Feet First for
resoles and toe patches! All ready to be
clearly marked 'L' and 'R' along with the
others! The cakes have all been devoured
by Freds and I. Many, many thanks to all
of you. 'Nifty Fifty' Nick

The Auberge, Swanage, Dorset
7th-9th December ’07
Saturday, severe weather warnings! Nick
Haine, Sally Woodbridge, Lyn Griffiths,
Mike Padmore, Claire Guy, Fiona and
Dave Hounslow, walked from The
Auberge to Dancing Ledges (possibly
slithered would be a better description).
Luckily the wind was blowing inland. A
bite to eat there and then back to Swanage
on an inland route. Great opportunity for
fresh air and river fording practice.
Meanwhile Jenny Walker, Pete Anderson,
Moira Gainey, Val Lum, John and Kay
King, tacked their way through 10.5 miles
of gale, driving rain and sometimes
minimal visibility from Steeple back along
the top of the Purbeck Hills to Swanage
finishing down a stream filled path.
Warmed up with a pub lunch in Swanage
before venturing out for a shorter walk
along the cost to Peveril Head. Back to
The Auberge then to celebrate Lyn’s
birthday with cake and bubbly.

On Sunday the weather took a turn for
the worse! Nick and Sally went off for
Sunday lunch at Nick’s parents,
completely neglecting to invite everyone
else. Claire went off to visit Jo and
Rowland and ended up on a three hour
bike ride with Jo. Pete, Jenny and Moira
full of good intent headed for Kingston to
walk the coast and ridge circuit at
Kimmeridge, but when arriving at the car
park they were unable to see as far as the
bonnet of the car clearly and any thought
of getting out was abandoned and they
headed inland finding better weather and
even a bit of sun as they managed a quick
stomp in the New Forest.

Climbing and meets reportsThe walk around Loch Muick is also very
pleasant and undemanding.

Climbing
The climbing here is on granite and
usually involve long walks. 
LOCHNAGAR. 
Eagle Ridge (S), a 250m classic.
CREAG AN DUBH-LOCH. 
At 300m high this is a massive crag with
over 60 routes at VS and above.
CREAGAN A’CHOIRE ETCHACHAN.  
Talisman (S), Djibangi (MVS), The Dagger
(VS) and Sgian Dubh (HVS) are all
recommended. 
COIRE SPUTAN DEARG (ON BEN MACDUI). 
This crag is one of the highest in the area
but it is friendly, with a number of routes
in the lower grades, and faces south.
THE GARBH CHOIRE (BEINN A BHUIRD).
This crag is worth the long bike ride and
walk (optional overnight bivvy in the corrie
below the crag) for the opportunity to
climb Squareface (VD) and Mitre Ridge (S). 

There are even some low level crags in
the area. The Pass of Ballater is a very
pleasant place to climb and is about 5
minutes above the road that passes to the
north of Ballater. There is a great deal of
climbing on the sea cliffs both north and
south of Aberdeen. Glen Cova also offers
low level climbing and walking but it is
quite a long way to drive.

Scrambling
There isn’t a great deal of scrambling in
the area. 
LOCHNAGAR.
The Stuic is an easy grade 1 (it’s best to
avoid the trudge across the heathery
moorland  past Sandy Loch by following
the track across the north slopes Carn an
t’Sagairt Beag to the ridge and then
dropping down to the base of the Stuic).
CAIRN TOUL.  
Northeast Ridge (grade 1) 
East Ridge (grade 1)
BRAERIACH.
SE Spur (grade 1).

Bothies

While there are not as many bothies as
there used to be in The Cairngorms they
are a great way to spend time in the hills
and link some big walks. The Corrour bothy
under The Devil’s Peak at the southern end of
the Lairig Ghru has recently been improved
and is always popular. The Hutchinson
Memorial hut at the top of Glen Derry in
Coire Etchachan is another great place to
spend a night. There is a small bothy in
Garbh Coire below Braeriach. There is
also the Shelter Stone in Glen Avon for
those who want to climb on the crag.

Guidebooks
I have copies of the climbing guide for
the Southern Cairngorms as well as
Northeast Outcrops.  I also have a ‘best of
Scotland’ type guide that includes the
classics for the whole area - Rock
Climbing in Scotland by Kevin Howett
(Published by Constable).

I am happy to let people have a look at
these books and to talk in general about
walking and other activities in the area.

Oops!
Ask

Nick
Lovell!
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http://www.aylesburyclimbing.org.uk                http://www.acc.org.uk 

Both of the above addresses lead to the same web site. As with the newsletter, any
ideas, pictures or other contributions for the web site will be gratefully received.

We also have a Yahoo group site. It is a fast and convenient means of getting in touch
with other club members and finding out what is going on. It also has photos and a log
book on it. If you want to subscribe contact Barry on bwright@lineone.net

Committee Members
Chairman & Web Barry Wright 01525 385211

Secretary Bob Lee 01296 651308

Treasurer Kay King 01442 236616

Meets Secretary John King 01442 236616

Membership Sec. Peter Collins 01296 434524

Social Secretary Claire Guy 01296 612365

News Editor Moira Gainey 01844 279955

“The committee are particularly
anxious for feedback on any issue or
subject. It would help us to run your
club in the way that suits you if we are
made aware of any views, news,
gripes, groans etc.” 

Any news or articles for the newsletter are
welcome and more are always required.
They can be anything from a paragraph or
two to a couple of pages and can be
supplied in various formats: - on CD or by
email, saved ideally as “text”, but Word
Perfect and Word are also okay; typed; or
hand written - please try to make them

legible. If you wish to send digital pictures
then please supply them separately (do
not place in a Word document).
Send to:
PO Box 4, Little Milton, Oxfordshire OX44 7AJ
Email moiraandmike@geacomms.co.uk
Fax 01844 277910

Newsletter Articles

Web Site and Yahoo Group Forum

Mountain Rescue Want a new job?
From the BMC Club Guidance Notes

Why Self-reliance and self-rescue are core
mountaineering skills and long may it
remain so. However, accidents will occur
in our hills that require more assistance
and help than you or your companions
can provide. The highly skilled and
trained Mountain Rescue teams are
available in the event of any genuine
mountain accident or emergency.

When The mountain rescue service is
available 365 days a year 24 hours a day.
In our experience it is usually better to
ask for help sooner rather than later. If
you have any doubts, a police controller
will put you through to expert mountain
rescue advice. Remember, mountain
rescue is about walkers and climbers
helping each other.

How To contact mountain rescue dial 999
and ask for the Police. It is very important
that you ask for the police and then
mountain rescue. Even if somebody is
badly injured ask for the Police. DO NOT
get involved with ambulance or fire
control. Before sending a message for
help or dialling 999 collect your thoughts
and plan what you are going to say.

Information to give
• Your location by six-figure grid

reference and a verbal description
including the hill or mountain name.

• Time and nature of accident and
suspected injuries.

• The total number of people in the
party, their age and hill experience.

• The weather conditions prevailing at
your location.

• Your intended plans.

Mobile phones in the Mountains
In 2003, over 50% of all mountain rescue
calls were instigated by a mobile phone.
The mobile phone has the potential to
speed up the process of rescue, however
it is not without its pitfalls and it is worth
considering the following points.
• Be well prepared with your message.
• Clearly ask to be connected to the

Police and then mountain rescue.

• The emergency call centre may be miles
away from the mountain region you are
in, make sure the location information is
as clear and accurate as possible.

• Make messages as short as possible to
save/conserve battery power.

• Keep your mobile as warm as possible
in a pocket as close to the body as
possible to maximize battery life.

• Do not waste power by making other
unnecessary calls.

• Keep your phone on, as the Mountain
Rescue team called will wish to get
back in touch.

• If you are using a landline stay by the
phone until told to do otherwise. 

What to do in the case of an accident
1) Safeguard the casualty but ensure your

own safety first.
2) Check the casualty is breathing and that

there is a clear airway.
3) Note and record (if you can) the

general state of consciousness.
4) Apply any first aid required if possible, stop

bleeding apply pressure and dressings.
Improvisation is better than nothing;
elevate injury to help stop bleeding.

5) Use any equipment available to shelter
casualty from the weather. If possible
insulate from the ground using a
rucksack or survival bag.

6) Check the safety and condition of the
rest of your party or companions while
monitoring the “ABC’s” of your casualty.

7) Finally remember even if you have
already sent for help or contacted the
Police to activate the mountain rescue
team, there may well be other walkers
or climbers near by. You may be able
to make contact with your whistle or a
torch or even by shouting.

The International Distress Signal is six
good blasts/flashes every minute. The
reply is three but keep signalling until
help arrives.

First Aid Saves Lives
All hill walkers, mountaineers and rock
climbers should get some first aid training. 

www.mountain.rescue.org.uk 

Climb Ariège needs an enthusiastic and
motivated House Manager to ensure the
smooth running of B&B for climbers,
other sports people and general tourists in
one of the most beautiful areas of France.

Preference will be given to an enthusiastic
couple with a keen interest in a relevant
sport and a commitment to the future
development of the project although
single people are not excluded. Ageism
will not apply in selection.

A qualification in sports instruction would
be an advantage.

The work will involve all aspects of
management of the business in France.

Remuneration is on a profit sharing basis with
free accommodation and use of a vehicle.

Key skills: French language; Marketing;
Excellent communication skills;
Common sense; Motivation; Flexibility;
The ability to act autonomously.

Send a CV to: dan@climbariege.co.uk

http://www.BikeAriege.com
http://www.WalkAriege.com

Correction
For those of you who have not yet heard
about or spotted the error... Peter Collins’
article in the last issue (Catalonia/
Pyrenees) - was from a trip in July/
August 2007 not 2005!

Rab recommendation

Jenny has recently had her Rab sleeping
bag sent off for a clean and refurb and
thoroughly recommends their service. Not
only did it come back sparkling and a lot
more cozy but as they hadn’t been able to
return it within the time scale specified
she had also had it all done free of charge.

Newsletter articles and MS Vista
If you have recently updated your software
and are using MS Vista, please can you
check your defaults when saving articles
and writing discs so that they are
universally compatible (the default is for
Vista only). Thanks, Moira.

http://www.mountain.rescue.org.uk
http://www.aylesburyclimbing.org.uk
http://www.acc.org.uk
mailto:bwright@lineone.net
mailto:moiraandmike@geacomms.co.uk
mailto:dan@climbariege.co.uk
http://www.BikeAriege.com
http://www.WalkAriege.com

